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A causal input]output system operating for all time from the indefinite past to
the indefinite future may be described by a function space for inputs, a function
space for outputs, and a causal operator mapping the input space into the output
space. The state of such a system at any instant is defined here as an operator from
the space of possible future inputs to that of future outputs. This operator is called
the natural state. The output space is taken to be a time-shift-invariant normed
linear function space, and the input space is either also such a space or a
time-shift-invariant subset thereof. There is flexibility allowed in the choice of
these spaces. Both the input]output operator and the operator giving the natural
state are themselves taken to be elements of normed linear spaces with one of a
particular family of norms called N-power norms. The general development applies
to nonlinear and time-varying systems. Continuity and boundedness of the natural
Ž .state as an operator and properties of the natural state and its trajectory as
related to the input]output description of the system are investigated. Two
examples are presented. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A ``dynamical input]output system'' is herein taken to be a mathemati-
Ž .cal model consisting of spaces of so-called input and output time func-
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mapping, the system input]output mapping, that determines the output
Ž .function or equivalence class corresponding to each input. The time
Ž .functions are defined either on the real line R continuous time or
Ž .integers Z discrete time . The state at time t of a dynamical input]out-
put system is defined herein to be the mapping from future inputs to
future outputs at time t, determined by the input up to time t and the
system input]output mapping. One may see immediately that this map-
ping, which we call the ``natural state'' at time t induced by the past input,
always exists. The concept of natural state applies to any input]output
system. An immediate justification for it is as follows.
The usual intuitive notion of state for a dynamical system is that the
Ž .state at time t is such information in whatever mathematical form as
makes possible the determination of any future behavior of the system.
For an input]output system this last phrase means that for any future
input, chosen at time t from the class of admissible future inputs, the
corresponding future output can be determined. Or, in other words, to
know the state at t is to know the mapping at t from future inputs to
future outputs. Thus we claim it is reasonable to regard the definition of
natural state as a primary definition of state for an input]output system.
One may also regard the set of natural states for a dynamical input]output
system as a ``representation'' of a state space arrived at from a different
point of view. This is discussed briefly a little further on.
Our interest in this paper is in systems for which the inputs and outputs
take on real vector values. Thus the material introduced applies to models
appropriate for classical control or identification theory, for example, but
not to the theory of automata or discrete event systems.
Our purpose is to establish the natural state as a concept useful in
analysis of such input]output systems. Toward this end some mathemati-
cal structure is introduced in Section 2. Briefly, all linear spaces, including
spaces of mappings, are normed. Some special consideration is given to
why and how this is done. Then, in Section 3 the natural states for a system
are represented as elements of a suitable normed linear space of opera-
tors, given boundedness of the system input]output mapping in an appro-
priate norm. Various continuity properties for natural states and their
trajectories are inferred from continuity conditions on the system
Žinput]output mapping or on ``time-truncated'' system input]output map-
.pings . The state-transition property, which is essentially obvious, is veri-
fied. Two examples are discussed in detail in Section 4. The development
herein applies to nonlinear and time-varying systems; linear and time-
invariant systems are special cases. No particular mathematical description
Žof a system input]output mapping e.g., differential equation, integral
.operator, interpolation formula is used, except in the examples.
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Ž .For convenience only, the continuous time case t g R is considered
throughout, and the examples are for continuous time systems. However,
the definitions, lemmas, and propositions apply immediately to the discrete
Ž .time case t g Z , except, obviously, when trajectory continuity is involved
Ž .Proposition 4 and an accompanying definition .
For decades a customary way of handling the state concept in dynamical
Ž .systems at least among control and automata theorists has been to start
with a definition of ``dynamical system in state-space form.'' See, for
w x w xexample, Definition 1.1 in 2 , or the definition in 1, p. 47 ; both of these
w xare for input]output systems. The definition in 11, p. 185 covers a wider
class of dynamical systems. Such a definition assumes the existence of a
state space containing ``state variables'' that satisfy certain axioms and
have a key role in the relations that determine the system behavior. It
becomes applicable only when a well-defined mathematical entity is exhib-
ited that meets the requirements for the state space, and thus provides an
explicit state space. The dynamical system with the explicit state space is
called a realization. A realization may apply generally, in which case its
state space is necessarily rather abstract.
w xIn 11 Willems presents an extensive theoretical discussion of dynamical
system fundamentals based on the very inclusive concept: a dynamical
Ž .system is a set of composite time trajectories defined on a common time
set. We do not need such a broad interpretation of dynamical systems
here, but it is interesting to note that quite a lot can be said about
dynamical systems before going to special cases. Willems' definition of
dynamical systems in the state-space form already cited applies to the
general trajectory concept indicated above. At the same level of generality,
w xvarious realizations are introduced in 11 that satisfy this definition; one
w xof these is the ``past-induced canonical realization'' 11, p. 201 . For the
w xspecial case of an input]output system, it is easily seen 11, p. 226 that this
realization ``stands in one-to-one relation to the future inputroutput map''
Ž .i.e., to the natural state . We say a set X 9 is a representation of a state
space X if there is a mapping of X 9 onto X. Thus the space of natural
states is a representation of the state space of the past-induced canonical
Ž .realization for input]output systems and vice versa, since the map is 1:1 .
w xTime invariance is assumed in 11 for the state-space theory, but for what
has been mentioned, it is only a notational convenience. We note that
causality is not required for Willems' concept of an input]output system,
Žor for the past-induced canonical realization even though classically,
.causality was part of any definition of a dynamical input]output system .
Causality is not required for the existence of the natural state, either;
however, except for Remark 2 in Section 3, it is assumed in this paper.
It should be noted that in 1958 Nerode introduced the concept of
state-equivalent inputs in a well-known paper on the realization of a linear
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w xtransformation by a finite linear automaton 4 . Each equivalence class is
then a state. In context, this is exactly the same definition of state as that
for the past-induced canonical realization.
Although the idea of natural state is clearly old and is reasonably
self-evident, as far as we know it has been stated explicitly and developed
w xin the direction of this paper only in conference papers 6, 7 , a dissertation
w x w x9 , and a report 8 .
The state for unstable systems and state differentiability properties are
w xconsidered in 9 . An example in which two distinct systems have identical
w xstate spaces and conditions preventing this are given in 10 .
2. CAUSAL SYSTEM INPUT]OUTPUT MAPPINGS
Ž .An input]output system is herein denoted Y, F, U , where F is a
mapping from an input space U to an output space Y, and where U and Y
are translation-invariant spaces of vector-valued time functions. The vector
spaces of values are typically R N, N s 1, 2, . . . , but need be assumed here
only to be Banach spaces.
Ž .Other spaces and mappings related to Y, F, U will be introduced, but
U and Y with whatever affixes they carry will always refer to input and
output spaces, respectively. Mappings from various input spaces to output
spaces are denoted either F or j , again with qualifying affixes; j is
Ž .reserved for state operators i.e., for natural states . Since among the
properties of these mappings we want to be in a position to discuss are
boundedness, closeness of approximation, and continuity, there must be
Ž .provided not only a topology, but a metric structure on the sets ``spaces''
involved, including the spaces of mappings. For convenience and because it
is appropriate to deal with linear spaces, or subsets thereof, we choose to
Ž .do this by introducing norms or seminorms on linear spaces. Of course,
the introduction of particular norms is arbitrary, but there are considera-
Ž .tions to take into account. For instance, it is desirable 1 to have
Žgenerality where possible i.e., to deal with classes of norms rather than
. Ž .specific ones ; 2 to use, or permit the use of, norms that are readily
Ž .calculable; and 3 to use, or permit the use of, norms that yield a
Žsatisfactory interpretation in physical problems an admittedly vague state-
.ment . From these considerations we are led first to define classes of
norms and normed linear spaces to be used in specifying input and output
spaces for systems.
Ž .DEFINITION 1. Let L s L R , E be a linear space of time functions
from R into a Banach space E such that any translate of a function in L
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5 5 4is also a function in L. Let N s ? , y‘ - s - t - ‘ be a family ofs, t
seminorms on L satisfying the following conditions:
Ž . Ž . Ž . 5 51 For f , f g L, if f t s f t for s - t F t, then f y f ss, t1 2 1 2 1 2
0.
Ž . 5 52 Let L denote shift to the left by t . For all f g L, L f syt , tytt t
5 5s f .s, t
Ž . 5 5 5 53 Let r - s - t. Then for all f g L, f F f .s, t r , t
Ž . 5 5 5 5 5 54 Let r - s - t. Then for all f g L, f F f q f .r , t r , s s, t
Ž . 5 5 5 55 Let r - s - t. Then for f g L, f F f .r , s r , t
Ž . Ž .The pair L, N is called a standard fitted family FF of seminorms on L.
The normed linear space formed from equivalence classes of functions in
5 5L with norm ? is denoted A . The elements of A are thes, t s, t s, t
5 5equivalence classes determined by: f ; g, f , g g L if and only if f y g s, t
 4s 0. They are denoted u , y , etc. The set A , y‘ - s - t - ‘, iss, t s, t s, t
Ž .the standard FF of normed linear spaces given by L, N .
We note that ordinary L -spaces satisfy Definition 1. More precisely, forp
Ž N . Ž .fixed p, 1 F p - ‘, let L s L R , R be the set of N vector-valued
functions on R that are p-integrable Lebesgue on finite intervals; for
p s ‘ let L be the set of essentially bounded functions. Then, in either
5 5 Ž xcase with ? defined to be the Lebesgue L -norm on the interval s, t ,s, t p
Ž . Ž .the conditions 1 ] 5 of Definition 1 are satisfied.
5 5 4  4A standard FF ? and A , y‘ - s - t - ‘, can be augmenteds, t s, t
5 5 Ž . 5 5to include ? by taking limits, since by 3 f is monotoney‘ , t s, t
 5 5nondecreasing as s “ y‘ with t fixed. Let L s f g L: lim f s, t0 s“y‘
4- ‘, t g R . For f g L , define0
5 5 5 5 5 5f s f J lim f . 2.1Ž .t y‘ , t s , t
s“y‘
5 5With the meaning of N thus extended, ? is defined for y‘ F s -s, t
t - ‘. The left-expanded FF of seminorms is thereby defined and is
Ž . Ž . Ž .denoted by L , N . It still satisfies all of the conditions 1 ] 5 .0
5 5To discuss the natural state it is also necessary to define ? and As, ‘ s, ‘
in a meaningful way. For a standard FF this can also be done by simply
taking limits, in complete analogy with what was done above. Let L s f00
5 5 4g L : lim f - ‘, t g R . For f g L defines, ‘0 t “‘ 00
5 5 5 5f J lim f ; y‘ F s 2.2Ž .s , ‘ s , t
t“‘
5 5s sup f . 2.3Ž .s , t
tGs
Ž .It may be readily verified that if L, N is a standard FF for indices
Ž . Ž .satisfying y‘ - s - t - ‘, then, with definitions given by 2.1 and 2.2 ,
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Ž .L , N is a standard FF for indices satisfying y‘ F s F t F ‘. It is called00
Ž .the expanded FF of seminorms determined by L, N .
For f g L we put00
5 5 5 5 5 5f s f J sup f . 2.4Ž .y‘ , ‘ t
tgR
The normed linear space consisting of equivalence classes of functions in
Ž .  4L with the norm 2.4 is called the bounding space A for the family A .00 s, t
e  4The extended space A for the family A is the set of all equivalences, t
Ž 5 5 . 5 5classes of functions f in L f ; g iff f y g s 0 for which f - ‘ fors0
all s. It does not have a norm and, indeed, is given no topology. This
definition agrees with the notion of extended space commonly used in the
control literature.
Ž .It is possible that a standard FF L, N has a vacuous expansion in the
sense that L is the empty set. An obvious example of this is given when00
L is the set of all constant real-valued functions on R and N is the set of
L -norms on finite intervals. To prevent this from happening and, further,1
Žto prevent the bounding space A from being too small in a sense to be
.made explicit below , we can require that a standard FF be ``full,'' as in the
following definition.
Ž .DEFINITION 2. The standard FF L, N is full if each equivalence class
u g A , y‘ - s - t - ‘, has a representing function belong to L .s, t s, t 00
Ž .When this definition is satisfied, then for all pairs s, t , y‘ - s - t - ‘,
there is a 1:1 correspondence between the normed linear space As, t
Ž . Xdetermined by L, N and the normed linear space A determined bys, t
Ž .L , N that preserves the normed linear space structure. The correspon-00
dence is given by u l uX , u g A , uX g AX if and only if u ands, t s, t s, t s, t s, t s, t s, t
X Ž .u have a common representing function f g L . Thus if L, N is full,s, t 00
we need not distinguish between A and AX . Henceforth, every stan-s, t s, t
dard FF mentioned is assumed to be full. The standard FFs formed with
L spaces as described above are full.p
To define state in what follows, it is necessary to consider an arbitrary
past input concatenated with an arbitrary future input, that is, to ``splice''
two inputs.
DEFINITION 3. For y‘ F r - s - t F ‘, and h, g g L, the splice of h
Ž xand g over r, t at s is defined and equals f if
h t , r - t F sŽ .
f t sŽ . ½ g t , s - t F t or s - t if t s ‘Ž . Ž .
belongs to L. It is denoted by f s h ¢ g .r , t r , s s, t
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If u g A , ¤ g A are determined by functions h and g, respec-r , s r , s s, t s, t
tively, and h ¢ g exists, then for a standard FF the splice of u and ¤r , s s, t
Ž . Ž x Ž Ž ..or u and ¤ over r, t or r, ‘ at s is defined to be the elementr , s s, t
w g A determined by h ¢ g ; we write w s u ¢ ¤ . Ther , t r , t r , s s, t r , t r , s s, t
definition for u ¢ ¤ as given is not meaningful until it is proved thatr , s s, t
the splice is independent of the particular functions h and g representing
the equivalence classes u and ¤ . However, this proof follows easilyr , s s, t
from Definition 1. Note that Definitions 3 and 1 imply that for y‘ F r -
Ž . Ž .s - t - p F ‘, u ¢ ¤ ¢ w s u ¢ ¤ ¢ w , so the paren-r , s s, t t, p r , s s, t t, p
Ž .theses may be removed associativity of splicing .
Any input space U is herein taken to be either the bounding space A of
 4a standard FF A that permits splicing or a translation-invariant subsets, t
of A. The extended space Ae can appear in an auxiliary role. Whether the
normed linear space A is complete or not is irrelevant for the purposes of
Ž .this paper. We write U , y‘ F s - t F ‘, to denote the set ``space'' ofs, t
5 5equivalence classes of functions belonging to L as determined by ? .s, t00
If U s A, then U is the normed linear space A ; if U is a subset of A,s, t s, t
U is a space only in the sense that it is a subset of A . We call any Us, t s, t s, t
a truncated input space and write U for U .t y‘, t
To reduce possible confusion in what follows, we emphasize certain
immediate implications of the definitions of a standard FF and its expan-
Ž x Ž xsion. Suppose the interval p, q is contained in the interval s, t , y‘ F
5 5 5 5s - t F ‘. Then, since f F f for f g L , the partitioning of Lp, q s, t 00 00
5 5into equivalence classes by ? results in a finer partition than thats, t
5 5given by ? . Or, to say the same thing in more detail, let f g L ; thenp, q 00
f determines an element u g U, a u g U , and a u g U , and withs, t s, t p, q p, q
u, u , u regarded as sets of functions, u ; u ; u . Thus, u iss, t p, q s, t p, q p, q
also interpretable as an equivalence class of elements u, or even of
5 5 5 5 5 5elements u . Furthermore, the expressions f , u , u , andp, q p, q p, qs, t s, t
5 5u are all defined and are equal.p, qp, q
The requirement that A permits splicing means that if U s A, future
input at any t can be arbitrary, with no regard to the past. Unfortunately,
spaces of functions everywhere continuous on R do not qualify, but this
appears to be a minor drawback. It is sometimes desired that U be a
Ž .shift-invariant bounded or even totally bounded subset of A; we always
assume that U contains the zero function. If U is a proper subset of A, a
splice of two elements in U does not necessarily belong to U, of course.
The output space Y is taken to be the bounding space, here denoted B,
 4of a standard FF of normed linear spaces B , or occasionally thes, t
e  4  4corresponding extended space B . In general the families B and As, t s, t
need not be the same. The notations for output spaces are analogous to
those for input spaces. The comments about equivalence classes are valid
for the y g Y .s, t s, t
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ŽA mapping F: U “ Y is called a global input]output mapping or usually
.just an input]output mapping .
Ž .DEFINITION 4. Let Y, F, U be an input]output system. F is a causal
Ž .mapping, and Y, F, U is a causal system if and only if for all t and for all
1 2 5 1 2 5 5 Ž 1. Ž 2 .5u , u g U such that u y u s 0, it follows that F u y F u s 0.t t
If F satisfies this definition, it determines a mapping from U into B ,t t
Ä Ä Ä5 Ž . 5denoted F , that satisfies F u y Fu s 0. We call F a truncatedtt t t t t
input]output mapping and define the centered truncated input]output
ÄŽ . Ž .mapping F : U “ Y by F u J L F R u , where R J L is the rightt 0 0 t 0 t t t 0 t yt
shift by t.
The next step in setting up mathematical structure is to specify norms to
Äbe used for input]output mappings F, F , and F and, presently, for thet t
natural states. Although Lipschitz norms might seem at first to be the
obvious choice, we much prefer, for reasons mentioned below, to use what
w x Ž w x.we call N-power norms, introduced in 7 see also 9 .
The N-power norms, denoted I ? I , are defined as follows. Let F be aN
mapping from a normed linear space X into a normed linear space Z. For
any nonnegative integer N, a norm for F is given by
5 5F xŽ .
IFI J sup 2.5Ž .N N5 51 q xxgX
when the right side exists, as may be verified trivially. We say F is
Ž .bounded in N-power norm if IFI - ‘. If F is bounded, it carriesN
bounded sets into bounded sets by the inequality
5 5 5 5 NF x F IFI ? 1 q x .Ž . Ž .N
However, boundedness of F does not in general imply continuity, nor vice
versa. Other properties of these norms are given in the Appendix. There is
also a comparison of N-power norms and Lipschitz norms in the Ap-
pendix. We have chosen to use N-power norms rather than Lipschitz
norms because they are less restrictive and because they are not influ-
enced so much by the fine structure of a mapping. This last property seems
to be important when one is dealing with an approximate system represen-
tation.
3. NATURAL STATE: BASIC PROPERTIES
Through the remainder of the paper, whenever there reference is made
Ž .to a system Y, F, U , the following hypotheses are in effect unless specifi-
Ž .cally noted otherwise: a The input space U is either the bounding space
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A of a standard FF of normed linear spaces that permits splicing or a
shift-invariant subset of such an A. If U is a proper subset of A, we
require that it contain 0, and then that u g U implies both u ¢ 0 andt t, ‘
Ž .0 ¢ u belong to U. b The output space Y is the bounding space B oft t, ‘
Ž .a standard FF of normed linear spaces. c The global system operator F
Ž . Žsatisfies Definition 4 causality with respect to the given A and B but see
.Remark 2 . Further hypotheses are introduced as needed.
Äu uThe noncentered natural states j and the natural states j are to bet t
Äu udefined as operators with domains D and D , respectively, wheret t
Äu  4D J ¤ g U : u ¢ ¤ g Ut t , ‘ t , ‘ t t , ‘
and
u  4D J ¤ g U : L u ¢ ¤ g U .t 0, ‘ 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘
LEMMA 1. Under the conditions just specified, gi¤en any t g R and any
Äu Äu Äu5 Ž . Ž Žu g U, there exists a mapping j : D “ Y such that j ¤ y F ut t t, ‘ t t, ‘ t
Äu.. 5 5¢ ¤ s 0 for all ¤ g D . Furthermore, if u and u9 satisfy u yt, ‘t, ‘ t, ‘ t, ‘ t
Äu Äu95u9 s 0, then j s j .t t t
Ž .Proof. Since u ¢ ¤ is an element of U, F u ¢ ¤ is an elementt t, ‘ t t, ‘
of Y and hence determines an element y g Y ; for fixed u, y is at, ‘ t, ‘ t, ‘
Äu 5 5function of ¤ . Thus the mapping j is defined. Now if u y u9 s 0,tt, ‘ t
one has for p ) t,
5 X 5u ¢ ¤ y u ¢ ¤Ž . Ž . pt t , ‘ t t , ‘
5 X 5 5 X 5F u ¢ ¤ y u ¢ ¤ q u ¢ ¤ y u ¢ ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t , pt t , ‘ t t , ‘ t t , ‘ t t , ‘
5 X 5 5 5s u y u q ¤ y ¤ s 0.t t , pt t t , p t , p
This implies that for p ) t,
5 X 5F u ¢ ¤ y F u ¢ ¤ s 0Ž . Ž . pt t , ‘ t t , ‘
by causality. Hence,
5 X 5F u ¢ ¤ y F u ¢ ¤Ž . Ž . t , ‘t t , ‘ t t , ‘
5 X 5s sup F u ¢ ¤ y F u ¢ ¤Ž . Ž . t , pt t , ‘ t t , ‘
p)t
5 X 5F sup F u ¢ ¤ y F u ¢ ¤ s 0,Ž . Ž . pt t , ‘ t t , ‘
p)t
u u9Ä Äso that j s j .t t
Äu ÄutIt is convenient when u is given as a splice to write j s j .t t
This lemma allows one to frame the following definition.
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Ž .DEFINITION 5. The natural state for a system Y, F, U induced at time
t by input u is defined to be the operator j u from D u to Y given byt t t 0, ‘
u Äuj ¤ s L j R ¤ .Ž . Ž .t 0, ‘ t t t 0, ‘
A natural state j is a mapping from D u to Y given by j u for somet 0, ‘ t
u g U and t g R. The set of natural states is denoted J; the set of states
Ž . Ž .that can be reached at time t is J t , so that J s D J t .t g R
u ÄuCertain facts about the sets D and D should be noted. First, ift t
u ÄuU s A, then D s U s A and D s U s A . In this case allt 0, ‘ 0, ‘ t t, ‘ t, ‘
natural states have the same domain, which is certainly desirable. Second,
if U is a proper subset of A, D u ; U , but D u may or may not equalt 0, ‘ t
 5 5 4U . For example, if U s u g A: u F M and A is formed with0, ‘
L -norms, then D u becomes smaller as t increases, and for some t, D u1 t t
may consist only of 0 . On the other hand, with the same U, if A is0, ‘
formed with L -norms, then D u s U for all u and all t. The cases in‘ t 0, ‘
which D u actually depends on u and t seem awkward and may reflectt
inappropriate modeling of a physical system, but they fit perfectly well into
the theory. Note that the superscript u in D u may not be the actual inputt
that drove the system to its present state, but only an element of the
equivalence class of possible inputs. In the context of the concept of state,
the actual input is unknown and unimportant. As an example, consider a
 5 5 4case where U s u g A: u F constant , the L -norm is used for the1
input, and the system operator is time-invariant linear with finite
Žinput]output memory represented by a convolution for which the kernel
.is supported on a finite interval :
M
y t s f t u t y t dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
u u Ž . Ž . Ž .The states j and j with u t s u t for t y M - t F t may or mayt t
not be the same state, depending on whether their domains are the same.
The domain of one is certainly a subset of the domain of the other, and
the states give the same output over the smaller of the two domains.
Obviously, the state set J is minimal in the sense that it cannot be
reduced; since each j g J is a different mapping, no j can be removed.
One also has the state-transition property:
LEMMA 2. The natural state j at time s, together with an input ¤ , t ) s,s s, t
determines the natural state at time t, and it is gi¤en by j u s ¢ ¤ s, t, where u ist
any element of U such that j s j u.s s
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Proof. The natural state at s is given by some j u. Then for any givens
¤ g U and any w g U such that u ¢ ¤ ¢ w g U, one has bys, t s, t t, ‘ t, ‘ s s, t t, ‘
definition,
uÄj ¤ ¢ w y F u ¢ ¤ ¢ w s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .s s , t t , ‘ s s , t t , ‘ s , ‘ s , ‘
By the associativity of splicing and properties of FFs, this implies
uÄj ¤ ¢ w y F u ¢ ¤ ¢ w s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .s s , t t , ‘ s s , t t , ‘ t , ‘t , ‘ t , ‘
Now, with the same u and the same pairs ¤ and w , one also hass, t t, ‘
u ¢ ¤s s , tÄj w y F u ¢ ¤ ¢ w s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .s t , ‘ s s , t t , ‘ t , ‘ t , ‘
Äu sq¤ s, t Äu Äu s ¢ ¤ s, tŽ . Ž Ž ..Thus j w s j ¤ ¢ w for all w g D . We havet t, ‘ s s, t t, ‘ t, ‘ t, ‘ t
used the fact that u ¢ ¤ ¢ w g U implies u ¢ ¤ g U .s s, t t, ‘ s s, t t
u9 Äu Äu9If u9 is any element of U such that j s j , then j and j are thes s s s
Ž . Ž Ž ..same operator with the same domain . Hence F u ¢ ¤ ¢ w ss s, t t, ‘ s, ‘
X Ä Äu s ¢ ¤ s, t ÄuXs ¢ ¤ s, tŽ Ž ..F u ¢ ¤ ¢ w , so that j s j s j . The assertion ofs s, t t, ‘ s, ‘ t t t
the lemma follows.
Ž .A system Y, F, U is time-in¤ariant if F s R F L . An elementary factt t
is:
Ž . u R t uLEMMA 3. If Y, F, U is time-in¤ariant, j s j for all t. Thus any0 t
natural state can be reached at any time.
Proof. Substitute R F L for F in the defining equation for j t andt t 0
change form.
Remark 1. The definition of a natural state can be extended to the
more general case for which F is allowed to map U into B e instead of B.
5 Ž .5Lemma 1 is still valid, even though F u ¢ ¤ may be infinite, and thet t, ‘
definition follows. Lemmas 2 and 3 also are still valid. However, we do not
consider this extension further beyond an occasional brief comment,
because almost every property of state discussed from this point on
depends on Y being normed, or at least being topologized.
Remark 2. The hypothesis of causality is not needed for the definition
Äuof natural state in an input]output system. Indeed, the construction of j t
Žgiven by the first part of Lemma 1 is valid without causality the second
.assertion does not hold , and Definition 5 is still meaningful. A state
transition property also holds. We do not consider noncausal systems again
here.
Since finiteness of the N-power norms that are to be used for operators
does not imply and is not implied by continuity of the operators, certain
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continuity results for system operators and natural states can be noted
before the norms are introduced.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. If F: U “ Y is continuous uniformly continuous , then
u u Ž .j : D “ Y is continuous uniformly continuous .t t 0, ‘
Proof. First it may be noted that
u u u uÄ Ä5 5j ¤ y j w s j R ¤ y j R w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, ‘t 0, ‘ t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘ t , ‘
5 5 5 5 Žand R ¤ y R w s ¤ y ¤ , so that continuity uniformt, ‘ 0, ‘t 0, ‘ t 0, ‘ 0, ‘ 0, ‘
u Äu. Ž .continuity of j is equivalent to continuity uniform continuity of j . Byt t
Ž .hypothesis, given ¤ and e ) 0, there is d s d e ) 0 such thatt, ‘
5 5u ¢ ¤ y u ¢ w F dŽ . Ž .t t , ‘ t t , ‘
implies
5 5F u ¢ ¤ y F u ¢ w F e .Ž . Ž .t t , ‘ t t , ‘
But,
5 5 5 5u ¢ ¤ y u ¢ w s ¤ y wŽ . Ž . t , ‘t t , ‘ t t , ‘ t , ‘ t , ‘
and
u uÄ Äj ¤ y j wŽ . Ž .t t , ‘ t t , ‘ t , ‘
5 5s F u ¢ ¤ y F u ¢ wŽ . Ž . t , ‘t t , ‘ t t , ‘
5 5F F u ¢ ¤ y F u ¢ w .Ž . Ž .t t , ‘ t t , ‘
Äu uHence, continuity of F implies continuity of j and therefore of j . Thet t
assertion about uniform continuity follows from the same calculations.
 4It is better to have hypotheses initially stated in terms of the family Ft
rather than F, because the mathematical description of a system is usually
in terms of the F . However, simple continuity of the F is not enough tot t
guarantee continuity of F, even in the time-invariant case.
 4LEMMA 4. If F is an equicontinuous family of uniformly continuoust
mappings, F : U “ Y , then F: U “ Y is uniformly continuous.t 0 0
Proof. Let u, ¤ g U. Then
5 5 5 5F u y F ¤ s sup F u y F ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . s
s
Ä Ä5 5s sup F u y F ¤Ž . Ž . ss s s s
s
5 5s sup F L u y F L ¤ .Ž . Ž . 0s s s s0 0
s
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Ž . 5 Ž . Ž . 5Given e ) 0, there is d s d e ) 0 such that F L u y F L ¤ F e0s s 0 s s 0
5Ž . Ž . 5whenever L u y L ¤ F d for all s and all u, ¤ . But0s 0 s 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5L u y L ¤ s L u y ¤ s u y ¤ F u y ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 ss s s0 0
5 5 5 Ž . Ž .5Hence, u y ¤ F d implies F u y F ¤ F e for all u, ¤ .
The equicontinuity assumption is automatically satisfied, of course, for
time-invariant systems, since all F are the same. The conclusion that F ist
uniformly continuous is actually needed in a result to follow. However, the
requirement that each F be uniformly continuous can be awkward. In at
large class of examples, illustrated by Example 1 below, it is not satisfied
unless U is bounded.
We stipulate that in any treatment of general properties, the norm of
any operator F be defined in the same way, whether F is an F, F , or j .t
This requirement is, of course, arbitrary. In examples it is sometimes
convenient also to consider other norms. As already indicated, the norms
used here are the N-power norms; the only exceptions occur in a couple of
comments mentioning a Lipschitz norm. With a particular N-power norm
fixed, the set of states j g J with finite norm is denoted J , which isN
then a subset of a normed linear space.
The following proposition and lemma hold whether or not the operators
involved are continuous.
PROPOSITION 2. If IF I - ‘, then for all u g U and t g R , Ij uI FN t N
Ž .M u - ‘.
u ÄuProof. A trivial calculation shows that Ij I s Ij I . For the caset N t N
N s 0, the proof is trivial. For N G 1 we have
uÄj ¤Ž .t t , ‘ t , ‘uÄIj I J supt N N5 51 q ¤¤ t , ‘t , ‘t , ‘
5 5 5 5 NF u ¢ ¤ 1 q u ¢ ¤Ž . t , ‘t t , ‘ t t , ‘s sup ?N N5 5 5 51 q u ¢ ¤ 1 q ¤¤ t , ‘t t , ‘ t , ‘t , ‘
5 5 5 5 NF u ¢ ¤ 1 q u ¢ ¤Ž .t t , ‘ t t , ‘F sup ? supN N5 5 5 51 q u ¢ ¤ 1 q ¤¤ ¤ t , ‘t t , ‘ t , ‘t , ‘ t , ‘
N5 5 5 5u q ¤Ž .t t , ‘t t , ‘F IF I 1 q supN N½ 55 51 q ¤¤ t , ‘t , ‘t , ‘
5 5 N 5 5 Ny1 5 5 5 5 Nu q a u ¤ q ??? qa ¤t , ‘ t , ‘Ny1 t , ‘ 0 t , ‘F IF I 1 q sup ,N N½ 55 51 q ¤¤ t , ‘t , ‘t , ‘
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Äu¤ g D , where a , . . . , a are constants obtained from the expansion.t, ‘ t 0 Ny1
This last expression is
5 5 N 5 5 Ny1F IF I ? 1 q u q a u q ??? qa . 4N Ny1 0
LEMMA 5. Let F be gi¤en only as a mapping from U into B e. Then if the
associated F : U “ Y are uniformly bounded in N-power norm, F has finitet 0 0
N-power norm and hence is in fact a mapping into Y s B.
Proof.
5 5 5 5F u sup F uŽ . Ž . ss
IF I s sup s supN N N5 5 5 51 q u sup 1 q uŽ .u u tt
5 5F uŽ . s ÄF sup sup s sup IF I s sup IF I .s N s NN5 51 q us u s ss
N5 Ž .5 Ž 5 5 .Then F u F IF I ? 1 q u .N
Ž w x.We note that IF I - ‘ is one kind of stability condition see 9 .N
Remark 3. In both Proposition 2 and Lemma 5, if the N-power norm is
replaced in both hypothesis and conclusion by a Lipschitz norm, the results
still hold, and then, of course, F and j u, respectively, are Lipschitzt
Ž .continuous. We note see the Appendix that any Lipschitz norm domi-
nates any N-power norm with N G 1, but obviously not the 0-power norm.
From this point on, we deal with bounded continuous operators F and
j u. In fact, to the three conditions imposed at the beginning of this sectiont
Ž .there is added d : The operators F : U “ Y are uniformly bounded int 0 0
N-power norm for some fixed positive integer N by a constant M - ‘ for
all t g R , and are an equicontinuous family of uniformly continuous
Ž .mappings. For Propositions 3, 4, and 5 we assume d is satisfied, as well as
Ž . Ž . Ž .a , b , and c .
Ž .Let F X, Z be the normed linear space of all mappings F: X “ ZN
Ž . Ž .with IFI - ‘, and C X, Z be the normed linear subspace of F X, ZN N N
Ž . Ž .of all continuous F see the Appendix . With hypothesis d in force,
Ž .J ; C U , Y .N 0, ‘ 0, ‘
PROPOSITION 3. Let all the natural states ha¤e the same domain. The
Ž .natural state at time t for a system Y, F, U is a uniformly continuous
function of the input prior to time t. That is, the mapping S: U “ J definedt
Ž . uby S u J j is uniformly continuous with respect to the metrics of A andt t t
Ž .C U , Y .N 0, ‘ 0, ‘
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Proof. The proof follows from the uniform continuity of F and the
inequalities
u u9j ¤ y j ¤Ž . Ž .t 0, ‘ t 0, ‘ 0, ‘u u9Ij y j I J supt t N N5 51 q ¤¤ 0, ‘0, ‘0, ‘
u u9Ä ÄF sup j R ¤ y j R ¤Ž . Ž .t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘ t , ‘
¤ 0, ‘
5 X 5F sup F u ¢ R ¤ y F u ¢ R ¤Ž . Ž .t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘
¤ 0, ‘
and
5 X 5u ¢ R ¤ y u ¢ R ¤t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘
5 X 5 5 X 5F u ¢ R ¤ y u ¢ R ¤ q u ¢ R ¤ y u ¢ R ¤t t , ‘t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘
5 X 5s u y u .tt t
5 5 4 5 5A standard FF of seminorms ? is shift-continuous if x y L xs, t s, th
“ 0 as h “ 0 for all x for which the norm is defined and for all
y‘ F s - t - ‘.
PROPOSITION 4. Let all the natural states ha¤e the same domain. Let the
standard FF of norms for A be shift-continuous. Then if the system trajectory
t “ F is uniformly continuous, the natural state trajectory t “ j u for anyt t
gi¤en u g U is also continuous.
Proof.
Ij u y j uItqh t N
u uj ¤ y j ¤Ž . Ž .tqh 0, ‘ t 0, ‘ 0, ‘J sup N5 51 q ¤¤ 0, ‘0, ‘0, ‘
5 5L F u ¢ R ¤ y F u ¢ R ¤Ž . Ž . t , ‘h tqh tqh 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘s sup N5 51 q ¤¤ 0, ‘0, ‘0, ‘
5 5L F u ¢ R ¤ y L F R u ¢ R ¤Ž . Ž .Ž . t , ‘h tqh tqh 0, ‘ h h t t 0, ‘F sup N5 51 q ¤¤ 0, ‘0, ‘0, ‘
5 5L F R u ¢ R ¤ y F u ¢ R ¤Ž . Ž .Ž . t , ‘h h t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘q sup . 3.1Ž .N5 51 q ¤¤ 0, ‘0, ‘0, ‘
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Ž .Consider the first term, I, on the right side of 3.1 ,
5 5I F sup L F u ¢ R ¤ y L F R u ¢ R ¤Ž . Ž .Ž . t , ‘h tqh tqh 0, ‘ h h t t 0, ‘
¤ 0, ‘
5 5F sup F u ¢ R ¤ y F R u ¢ R ¤ . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .tqh tqh 0, ‘ h t t 0, ‘
¤ 0, ‘
For a ) 0 and 0 F h F a ,
5 5u ¢ R ¤ y R u ¢ R ¤tqh tqh 0, ‘ h t tqh 0, ‘
5 5 5 5F u y R u F u y R u . 3.3Ž .tqh tqatqh h t h
Ž . Ž .Now, given e ) 0, there exists d s d e such that if the left side of 3.31 1 1 1
Ž .is less than or equal to d for all ¤ , the right side of 3.2 is less than or1 0, ‘
equal to e by the uniform continuity of F. Hence, by the shift continuity1
property, I - e for sufficiently small h. A similar argument works for1
h - 0.
Ž .In considering the second term, II, on the right side of 3.1 , we use the
inequality
5 5 5 5 5 5a a at , ‘ t , s s
F sup F supN N N5 5 5 5 5 51 q b 1 q b 1 q bsGt sGtt , ‘ t , s t , s
to get
5 5L F R u ¢ R ¤ y F u ¢ R ¤Ž . Ž .Ž . sh h t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘
IIF sup sup N5 51 q u ¢ R ¤¤ sGt st t 0, ‘0, ‘
5 5 N1 q u ¢ R ¤ st t 0, ‘
? N5 51 q R ¤ t , st 0, ‘
5 5L F R u ¢ R ¤ y F u ¢ R ¤Ž . Ž .Ž . sh h t t 0, ‘ t t 0, ‘F sup sup N5 51 q u ¢ R ¤¤sGt st t 0, ‘0, ‘
5 5 N1 q u ¢ R ¤ st t 0, ‘
? sup sup N5 51 q R ¤¤sGt t , st 0, ‘0, ‘
5 5L FR L u ¢R ¤ yL FR L u ¢R ¤Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 0hqs hqs s t t 0, ‘ s s s t t 0, ‘F sup sup N5 51 q L u ¢ R ¤Ž .¤sGt 0s t t 0, ‘0, ‘
5 5 N1 q u ¢ R ¤ st t 0, ‘
? sup sup N5 51 q R ¤¤sGt t , st 0, ‘0, ‘
5 5 5 5 NF sup IF y F I ? a q a u q ??? qa u ,Ž .t tsqh s 0 0 1 N
sGt
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where the aX s are constants obtained by an argument as in Proposition 2.i
But, since lim IF y F I s 0, uniformly with respect to s, II F eh“ 0 sqh s 0 2
for h small enough. Hence, lim Ij u y j uI s 0, i.e., the stateh“ 0 tqh t 0, ‘
trajectories are continuous.
Thus for time-invariant systems, continuity of the state trajectory follows
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .from the general conditions a , b , c , and d and shift continuity of the
input FF. One more basic continuity property is noted:
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose the state j at time r is realized by j u. Then, forr r
any ¤ g U such that u ¢ ¤ g U and t ) r, the state at time t, j ur ¢ ¤ r , t,r r , ‘ t
depends continuously on j s j u.r r
Ž w x .Proof. The proof is not given see 9, Prop. 4.1.3 . It involves calcula-
tions similar to those in preceding propositions.
Remark 4. The results of this section are still valid if the class of
Ž .permissible input and output spaces is enlarged by using general FFs of
Ž w x w x w x.seminorms instead of standard FFs see 8 ; also 7 and 9 . This general-
Ž .ization is accomplished by replacing condition 5 in Definition 1 with a
weaker condition. For instance, ``finite memory'' seminorms, that satisfy
for some 0 - b - ‘,
5 5 5 5f s f ,s , t maxŽ s , tyb. , t
are included. Some additional complexity is introduced.
4. EXAMPLES
We present two examples in this section. The first is intended to
illustrate various concepts appearing here; the second is to show the
connection between the natural state and state as conventionally defined
for a well-known type of system, viz., one described by a constant coeffi-
cient linear differential equation of finite order.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the causal input]output system described by a
second-degree polynomial integral operator of the form
‘ ‘
y r s F u r s f r ; t , t u r y t u r y t dt dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 0
y‘ - r - ‘, 4.1Ž .
where, purely for simplicity, the input time functions, the kernel f , and
Žhence the output time functions are scalar valued otherwise the product
.forming the integrand must be defined as a tensor product . Obviously
such a system is time varying unless the kernel f is not actually a function
Ž .of its first argument. It will be assumed that f r ; t , t is symmetric in t1 2 1
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and t . This entails no loss of generality, since symmetrizing f does not2
change the value of the integral. We choose ordinary L norms for the FF2
of the input space and the L norms for the FF of the output space. Thus,‘
e.g.,
1r2
0 25 5 < <u s u t dt 4.2Ž . Ž .0 Hž /y‘
and
5 5 < <y s ess sup y t . 4.3Ž . Ž .0
y‘-tF0
Finally, assume that for all s there is M - ‘ such that
‘ ‘
2< <f s ; t , t dt dt F M . 4.4Ž . Ž .H H 1 2 1 2
0 0
We now determine the form of the operators F and j u. First,t t
Ä Äw Ž .xŽ . w Ž .xŽ . Ž .F u r s F u r for r F t, so F is given by Eq. 4.1 with y‘ - r F t.t t t
Then,
ÄF u p s L F R u p s F R u t q pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t 0 t t t 0 t
‘ ‘
s f t q p ; t , t u p y t u p y t dt dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 0
y‘ - p F 0. 4.5Ž .
The natural state j u is given byt
u uÄj ¤ s s L j R ¤ sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t 0, ‘ t t t 0, ‘
s F u ¢ R ¤ t q s , s G 0. 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .t t 0, ‘
Ž .Evaluation of the right side of 4.6 yields
uj ¤ sŽ . Ž .t 0, ‘
‘ ‘
s f t q s ; s q m , s q m u t y m u t y m dm dmŽ . Ž . Ž .H H 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 0
s ‘
q 2 f t q s ; s q m , t u t y m ¤ s y t dm dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 0
s s
q f t q s ; t , t ¤ s y t ¤ s y t dt dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 0
s G 0. 4.7Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .From 4.1 , 4.2 , and 4.4 it follows from the Schwarz and Minkowski
inequalities that for all t and all p G 0,
2< < 5 5F u p F M ? u 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž .0t 0
and
X X X< < 5 5 5 5 5 5F u y F u p F M ? u y u ? u q u . 4.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0t 0 t 0 0 0 0 0
Ž .From 4.8 ,
5 5 5 5 2F u uŽ . 0 0t 0
IF I s sup F M sup ,t N N N5 5 5 51 q u 1 q uugU ugU0 00 0
so that if N G 2, the F are uniformly bounded by M. Then by Lemma 5,t
IF I F M, and by Proposition 2 for each u g U, Ij uI is bounded in t. Ut 0
may be any subset of A , including A itself.0 0
However, if U is unbounded, we cannot guarantee that F is uniformly0 t
5 5continuous. So now suppose that U is bounded, u F M9, u g U .00 0 0 0
Ž .Then by 4.9
5 X 5 5 X 5F u y F u F M ? 2 M9 u y u ,Ž . Ž . 0 0t 0 t 0 0 0
 4so that F is an equicontinuous family of uniformly continuous operators.t
Then, by Lemma 4, F is uniformly continuous, and by Proposition 1 the j ut
are uniformly continuous. Furthermore, in the bounded case, it follows
that the conclusions of Propositions 3 and 5 hold. From Proposition 4 the
natural state trajectory is continuous if the system is time invariant.
EXAMPLE 2. In this example the state, as it is usually defined, of a
linear time-invariant finite-dimensional, completely controllable, and com-
pletely observable system, is compared to its natural state. The system is
described by
x s Ax q BuÇ , 4.10Ž .½ y s Cx
Ž . Ž . Ž .where x t is an n-dimensional real vector and u t and y t are m-dimen-
sional and q-dimensional real vectors, respectively. The matrices A, B,
and C are constant real matrices. It is desired to set up the system
Žrepresentation in a usual way to make the comparison between conven-
.tional state and natural state easily interpretable. To this end we follow
w x Ž w x.1 see 1, Sections 11 and 13, Chap. 1 and take the norm of a vector,
< Ž . <u t for example, to be the maximum value of the components, and the
norm of a constant matrix to be a compatible norm. The standard FF for
the inputs is the space of R m-valued piecewise continuous functions with
norms
5 5 < <u s sup u t .Ž .s , t
s-tFt
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Then U s A for this FF. The standard FF for the outputs is the set of
R q-valued continuous functions with the same norms,
5 5 < <y s sup y t .Ž .s , t
s-tFt
We also assume that
‘
5 5exp At dt - ‘. 4.11Ž . Ž .H
0
This condition is necessary and sufficient for bounded input]bounded
output stability for a completely controllable, completely observable sys-
Ž .tem of the form 4.10 . We note that with the indicated norms it implies
Ä Ž .that the F or F are uniformly bounded in N-power norm, N G 1.t t
Each state x at time t determines a mapping j from future inputs tot
Ž Ž ..future outputs: put j s C x t . Because of time invariance we may ast
well take t s 0. By the variation of parameters formula:
w xCx 0 ¤ s s j ¤ s s y sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
s
s C exp As x 0 q C exp A s y t B¤ t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
s G 0. 4.12Ž .
Ž .With any N-power norm, N G 1, on J, it follows easily from 4.11 and
Ž .4.12 that
5 5j ¤Ž . 0, ‘0
ICx 0 I s Ij I s sup - ‘.Ž . N 0 N N5 51 q ¤¤gU 0, ‘
Ž .Moreover, by controllability, each x 0 could be arrived at by some u in0
Ž Ž ..the class U ; so each C x 0 does indeed belong to J. Furthermore, each0
Ž Ž .. Ž .j g J is given as j s C x 0 for some x 0 . So C is onto J.
From the variation of parameters formula,
< <sup C exp As x 0 y C exp As x9 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
sG0
ICx 0 y Cx9 0 I s supŽ . Ž . N N
¤gU < <1 q sup ¤ tŽ .
tG0
< <s sup C exp As x 0 y x9 0 , 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
sG0
so by the stability assumption, C is uniformly continuous. Moreover, for
any ¤ ,
C exp As x 0 y x9 0 s y s y y9 s , s G 0, 4.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .where y s and y9 s are outputs corresponding to initial states x 0 and
Ž . Ž .x9 0 , respectively. By observability, y , for any T ) 0, determines x 00, T
Ž .uniquely, and furthermore, the mapping y “ x 0 is uniformly continu-0, T
w x Ž wous with respect to the ``sup'' norm on 0, T see, e.g., 1, Section 4.2,
x. Ž . Ž . y1Chap. VII . Thus from Eqs. 4.13 and 4.14 the mapping C carrying
Ž .j into x 0 exists and is uniformly continuous. In summary, C is a0
uniform homeomorphism from R n onto J; it is, of course, not linear.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It is pointed out that if a dynamical input]output system is defined to be
a mapping from an input space U of time functions to an output space Y
of time functions, there can always be defined for each time t and each
input up to time t a unique mapping from future inputs to future outputs.
We call this mapping the natural state. Since it obviously captures the
intuitive notion of what the state of an input]output system should be, it
may be taken as a primary definition of state.
For a time-invariant input]output system, Willems has shown that the
Ž .set of future input]output maps natural states stands in one-to-one
correspondence with the set of states in the past-induced canonical realiza-
tion as defined by him. If the input]output system is causal, the states of
this realization are the Nerode equivalence classes.
For the analysis undertaken here, the class of input]output systems has
been restricted to those that are causal and for which the input and output
time functions are real vector valued. Metrics are introduced for input and
output spaces and spaces of system mappings and natural states, so that
questions of boundedness, continuity, and approximation can be ad-
dressed. More precisely, the input and output spaces are taken to be
shift-invariant normed linear spaces or shift-invariant subsets thereof; the
system input]output mappings and natural states are assigned norms
Ž .N-power norms so that they become elements of Banach spaces. The
assignment of norms to input and output spaces is quite flexible; any
norms satisfying the requirements of a standard FF are admissible, and
these include L , 1 F p F ‘ and somewhat more. The N-power norms arep
felt to be highly appropriate for general nonlinear system theory, so some
extra material about them is included in the Appendix. We note, however,
that boundedness of a mapping in N-power norm does not imply continu-
ity, or vice versa. From boundedness and continuity conditions on the
global input]output mapping or on the truncated input]output mappings,
boundedness and continuity conditions are inferred for the natural states.
The fact that the natural state satisfies the state transition property is
noted. It is shown that under reasonable hypotheses, the natural state at t
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is a continuous function of the input up to time t. Conditions are stated,
including the shift continuity of the input FF, that are shown to imply
continuity of the natural state trajectory generated by an input u, for any
u. These things are done without any requirement of linearity or time
invariance or any reference to the special mathematical form of the system
mappings. In the first of two examples given, the input]output mapping is
described as a time-varying quadratic integral operator; it is difficult for us
to see how state could be handled here in any way that is very different
from what we have done. In the second example, in which the input]out-
put mapping is determined by a linear, finite-order, constant coefficient
differential equation and linear output equation, in state controllable and
observable form, each conventional state determines a natural state in an
obvious way. This correspondence is shown to be a uniform homeomor-
phism between the natural state space and the conventional state space.
6. APPENDIX
Let Z be a normed linear space and X be a normed linear space or a
subset thereof. The N-power norm of a mapping F: X “ Z is given by
Ž .Eq. 2.5 to be
5 5F xŽ .
IFI s sup , 6.1Ž .N N5 51 q xxgX
where N is any nonnegative integer. A Lipschitz norm of F is
5 5F x y F y
5 5IFI J F x q sup , 6.2Ž .Lip 0 5 5x y yx , ygX
Ž w x.where x g X see 3, Sect. III.2 . Some properties of N-power norms are0
stated below; properties of Lipschitz norms are well known, but see the
reference cited. If one considers only operators F that carry zero into zero
and X contains zero, then x may be taken to be zero and the first term in0
Ž .Eq. 6.2 may be dropped. However, the natural state does not carry zero
Ž .into zero except in trivial or contrived examples ; so if a Lipschitz norm is
Ž .to be used for the natural state, the first term in 6.2 is necessary. The
5 Ž .5 5 5usual linear operator norm, IFI s sup F u r u , is, of course, theLin u
Lipschitz norm with x s 0 restricted to linear operators.0
6.1. N-Power Norms
Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž 5 5 N .a F x F IFI 1 q x .N
Proof. Obvious.
Ž .b If F is linear, IFI s IFI .1 Lin
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Proof. From the definitions IFI F IFI . To get the opposite in-1 Lin
equality, compare the definitions with u replaced by a u, where a is a
large scalar.
Ž .c If I ? I , N G 1, is applied to a linear space of operators, it isN
equivalent to I ? I .Lin
Ž .Proof. Not given straightforward calculation .
Ž .d If M - N, IFI F 2IFI .N M
Ž .Proof. Not given straightforward calculation .
Ž .e Let F: Z “ W and C: X “ Z. Then if IFI - ‘ and ICI - ‘,N M
so is IFCI , and in fact,NM
IFCI F IFI 1 q 2 N ICI N . 6.3Ž .Ž .NM N M
Proof.
5 5 5 5 NF Cu F IFI 1 q C uŽ . Ž .Ž .N
NMN 5 5F IFI 1 q ICI 1 q u ,Ž .ž /N M
so
NM5 5 5 5FC u IFI 1 q uŽ . Ž .N NF q IFI ICI .N MM N M N M N5 5 5 5 5 51 q u 1 q u 1 q u
Ž 5 5 M .N Ž 5 5 M .N 5 5 M NNow expanding 1 q u , one sees that 1 q u r1 q u F
Ž . Ž .sum of the binomial coefficients for all u. Hence the inequality 6.3 is
satisfied.
Ž .f If Z is complete, then for any integer N G 0, the normed linear
Ž . Žspace F X, Z of all F: X “ Z with IFI - ‘ is complete is a BanachN N
. Ž .space . Furthermore, the normed linear space C X, Z of all continuousN
Ž .F with IFI - ‘ is a complete subspace of F X, Z .N N
Ž .Proof. Not given straightforward verifications .
6.2. Remarks.
Ž .1 One may reasonably regard the N-power norms as extensions of
the supremum norm to situations in which the latter does not exist. If X is
bounded, any N-power norm is equivalent to the 0-power norm and hence
to the usual supremum norm. The N-power norms are special cases of a
5 5 Nmore general class of weighted supremum norms where x in the
denominator of the defining expression is replaced by an arbitrary continu-
Ž w x .ous positive function of x; X need not be normed see 9 .
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Ž .2 Obviously, continuity of F does not imply and is not implied by
IFI - ‘. This is in contradistinction to the situation with a LipschitzN
norm, where, of course, IFI - ‘ if and only if F is Lipschitz continu-Lip
ous.
Ž .3 If F is bounded in any Lipschitz norm, then IFI - ‘, for anyN
Ž .N G 1 but not for N s 0 . In fact, suppose IFI isLip
5 5F u y F ¤Ž . Ž .
5 5IFI s F x q sup .Ž .Lip 0 5 5u y ¤u , ¤
Then
5 5F uŽ .
IFI s supN N5 51 q uu
5 5 5 5F x F u y F xŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0F sup qN N½ 55 5 5 51 q u 1 q uu
5 5 5 5F u y F x u y xŽ . Ž .0 0
5 5F F x q sup ?Ž .0 N5 5u y x 5 51 q uu 0
5 5 5 5u q x0
5 5F F x q IFI ? supŽ .0 Lip N5 51 q uu
5 5 5 5F F x q IFI x q 1 .Ž . Ž .0 Lip 0
From this and the previous remark, if F is bounded in the Lipschitz norm,
Ž .it belongs to C X, Z .N
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